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Zero and my other OC's are ready for all of your questions so let 'em have it

So start asking :) Hey guys please let me know who your questions are directed to!
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1 - 1st set

here goes nothing, Zero and the gang are ready

alex772 :hey Zero who is your fav friend?

Zero: Thats kind of hard, but if I had to chose...Striker, hes real smart.

enji :question for kira?tell every 1 who u love

Kira: *whispers*...Zero. *blushes*

hieishadows :yeah!! first comment!!! i have a question for ENJI*evil laughter* *lightning flash* *thunder*
well, what do you want the color to be in you wedd. chap?? blue and black are already used and red will
be used in mine, so you must choose differently!! >:D

Enji: Make mine purple, I like that color. It looks good with green.

hieishadows: hey! I see you have not that many Q's...you need P'S AND YOUR Q'S!!!!! XD the question
on the story thing is hilarius cause the evil smiley is still there. (lol) some Qs for enji....its for the story.
Are you friend/knows and/or is friendly with Zabuza or Haku??? and do you pull pranks on them or pull
pranks with them?? :D
~Kitt-Chan

Enji: Yeah I know them. Haku can take a prank put Zabuza scares the crap outa me. 0_0'



2 - round 2

Nekogal411: If you could kill anyone who would it be?

Enji: Anyone who tries to hurt my friends.

xkaitlyn25x: oooo oo ooooo i gots a question!!!
uuummmmm whats it like to have a name like zero do you ever get picked on or are you to cool for
that??? X3

Zero: Nah my name was never really made fun of. Why, did Enji say something?

hieishadows: WHATS YOUR FAVORITE FOOD??? (its for the story lol)

Enji: Enji likes fish, ANY KIND!



3 - take 3

hieishadows: DUDE! lol I'm asking enji again. Do you join Akatsuki in the future? (For the story)

Enji: tempting, but no

enji: i have a question for watome?what do you dream about or is it to personal

Watome: I remember this one dream where I was a bug... or was it a squirrel?
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